Q1 Please share any comments, suggestions or concerns you may have about these agencies, including any observations about the way the agency shares information online. Please note your responses will be posted online and may be included in a Committee report.

Corrections, Department of Corrections, Department of The inmates are being in cells with other inmates that have prior history of assaults on past cellmates..or the cellmate has issue with cellmate..when inmate request to be moved because of safety they are ignored ..there have been quite a few incidents where a inmate safety is a issue that results in death and assaults..the civil rights for safety are clearly a violation in the SCDC system ..this should be addressed before another inmate is found dead ..

Q2 What is your age? 35-44 years old

Q3 Which best describes your current role? South Carolina resident and do not fall into any of the categories below

Q4 In which county do you live? Berkeley
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Page 2: About Agencies Scheduled for Study

Q1 Please share any comments, suggestions or concerns you may have about these agencies, including any observations about the way the agency shares information online. Please note your responses will be posted online and may be included in a Committee report.

Inmates are charged with drug charges when there are no drugs found and they are not drug tested. This is unfair because several have medical issues that may result in odd behavior or glazed eyes because of not receiving mental health or mental health medicine or even blood pressure medicine. The response through SCDC is they are expert enough to tell when someone is on drugs. Well, I do not know who made the law up that they are expert enough. But in America it's innocent until proven guilty. This policy of charging the inmates with not evidence prevents them from getting a fair parole hearing or release time. This is a violation of their rights. When did SCDC become judge and jury over people?

Page 3: There are three questions seeking general information.

Q2 What is your age? 45-54 years old

Q3 Which best describes your current role? South Carolina resident and do not fall into any of the categories below

Q4 In which county do you live? Bamberg